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the root kr, and, therefore, if our explanation holds good,,
must have had originally nearly the same meaning as-
pakayqjna, inasmuch as food destined for a sacrifice is always
'well cooked.' In fact, the fifth meaning given by Apte
in his larger Sanskrit-English Dictionary to this word is
'cooking, dressing (as of food, etc.),' whereas this sense is
left out by the authors of the Petersburg Dictionary.
Unfortunately I am unable to quote a passage in which
this meaning is the only suitable one, but perhaps some
other scholar may know better.

J. KIRSTE.

CEYLON EPIGRAPHY.

In his interesting review of the Epigraphia Zeylanica,
vol. i, part 1, which appeared in the January number of the
E.A.S. Journal, Professor E. Miiller has ofFered some
suggestions as to the reading and meaning of the following
words in the Vessagiri Slab Inscription (Ep. Zeyl., i, p. 23).

He says mehesana ought to be read mehesun, and should
mean 'queen.' The former reading, I am assured, is quite
clear on the stone. It is certainly so on the ink-estampage
before me of a similarly worded inscription near the Stone
Canopy at Anuradhapura, which I have prepared for the
second number of the Epigraphia Zeylanica. Besides, if
we read it as mehesun, the phrase Lak-div-polo-mehesun-
parapuren himi, "lord by hereditary succession of Queens
of the soil of the Island of Lanka," would hardly give sense.

Rajana [rajna, rdjna, or rddna), Skt. rdjni, is the title
borne by the wives of a king other than the anointed queen.
We see this clearly from Kassapa's inscription at the Stone
Canopy referred to above. According to it Siri Sangboy
Abahay's bisev-rajnd (anointed queen) was Sang Banday.
And we already know from the Vessagiri slab that one of
his sub-queens was Deva-rajna. (See Ep. Zeyl., p. 23.) The
head queen is always referred to as bisev in inscriptions.

I have derived sanahay from Skt. \Jmih, see ibid., p. 27,
note 1. But in the verse—
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"davatuka ki pera
sanaha gihi-suvanda hara
mal dum gena pavara
puda teruvan namanda batikara "

in Sri Rahula Sthavira's Kavyasekhara (ix, 57), the same
word sanaha clearly has the meaning of Skt. sndtvd, ' having
bathed.' Whether the former has any connection with the
intensive or frequentative stem of snd or not, I cannot at
present say. Jayatilaka in his " Elu Akaradiya" gives
sanahum, sanaslma as synonyms of sndna; and sanaha,
sanahas, sand as those of sneha. Compare also Geiger's
"Etymologie des Singhalesischen," No. 681, ndnavd (the
preterite, by the way, should be ndvd, not navvd), and
No. 1450, sanaha.

The identification of Siri Sangbo Abha Mihindu mentioned
in the second slab with Mahinda IV is correct according to
Wijesesinha's list. Tumour's table which Dr. Groldschmidt
has followed makes him Mahinda III .

M. DE WlCKREMASINGHE.
Indian Institute, Oxford.

January 3(M, 1905.

VlNDHYAVASIN.

Our hearty thanks are due to Dr. Takakusu for his lucid
article on Vasubandhu, and I am specially grateful for the
light which he has also thrown on the hitherto extremely
shadowy personage Vindhyavasin. The identification of
him with Isvarakrisna, the author of the Sdnkhyahdrikd, is
extremely interesting, and seems highly probable.

In his supplementary note on page 162, Dr. Takakusu
quotes a passage from the Slokavdrtika, in which mention
is made of Vindhyavasin. To this I would add an earlier
one on page 393 of the same work, namely :

" Sandihyamanasadbhavavastubodhat pramanata |
Vigesadristam etac ca likhitam Vindhyavasina" II
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